We report a detailed examination of fluctuations in the internal state distributions of the NO ell) fragment formed in the monoenergetic unimolecular decomposition of jet-cooled N0 2 , utilizing photofragment yield (PHOFRY) spectroscopy. The NO (v,J,o',A) PHOFRY spectra at gt < 3000 cm -1 are highly structured, and we examine correlations among these spectra on the basis of the angular momentum, spin-orbit, parity, and vibrational labels of the monitored NO rovibrationallevels. We find that levels of similar total angular momentum in the same vibrational manifold are more strongly correlated with specific resonances in the activated molecule, as well as levels of the same N in the two spin-orbit states of NO. The observed PHOFRY correlations, as well as those found in the NOell!},; 0,= 112,3/2) rotational state distributions, are interpreted in terms of projections of coherently excited overlapping molecular eigenstates onto the manifold of final states via levels of the transition state. The implications of the results to the transition state and the adiabatic evolution of the NO degrees of freedom are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, increasingly detailed experimental measures of product state distributions for unimolecular dissociations at well-defined energies and angular momenta have provided stringent tests of statistical theories.
I -
3 For dissociations proceeding without a barrier, phase space theory (PST) has proven successful in modeling product rotational state distributions.
1
,2 However, PST is less successful in describing product vibrational state distributions and decomposition rates.
,2,4 The reason for this is clear:
The PST transition state (TS) is set at infinite product separation (Le., PST assumes a very "loose" TS).5 Since free exchange of energy between the degrees of freedom correlating to product rotation and translation is expected to occur until product separation, the rotational TS is indeed loose. However, the vibrational TS is in general "tighter" than that of rotation since the product vibrations inherently arise from an ensemble of parent vibrational degrees of freedom. 1,2 The notion of separate transition states is supported by the relative inefficiency of vibrational vs rotational energy transfer in bimolecular collisions. 6 To correct for the deficiencies of PST in estimating vibrational state distributions, the separate statistical ensembles (SSE/ PST) method 7 and variational Rice-Ramsperger-KasselMarcus (RRKM) theory8 have been proposed, and both have proven successful in modeling product vibrational state distributions for several unimolecular decompositions. 1 ,2,7,9 In previous publications,IO,11 we reported the application of PST and SSEIPST to model, respectively, the rotational and vibrational state distributions of the NOell!},; 0, = 112,3/2) fragment from the monoenergetic unimolecular decomposition of N0 2 at excess energies Et =0--3038 aJpresent address: Department of Chemistry, Barnard College, New
York, NY 10027-6598.
cm -1. In those studies, we found the NO rotational state distributions to be well fit on average by PST, although significant fluctuations and oscillations were observed about the PST predictions. In contrast, the vibrational state _ distributions were consistently "hotter" than predicted by PST, even when taking into account the observed nonst~tistical spin-orbit state distributions of OCP j =2,I,O) (Ref. 12) and NOell n ; 0,=112,3/2).11 The SSE/PST method, employed by treating the parent bending motion either as an unhindered rotor or as a low frequency bend at the TS, gave upper and lower bounds, respectively, for the NO(lL= 1 )/(v=O) ratio in the excess energy region Et =1900--3038 cm-
•
Evidence for the statistical nature of the unimolecular reaction of N0 2 is also provided by rate measurements, which are in good agreement with statistical predictions. 13 -15 The decomposition rates [k(E) ] in the range Et =0--1500 cm-1 have recently been determined by Wittig and co-workers both at 300 and 5 K using subpicosecond time-resolved measurements,13 and found to be in accord with the indirect measurements of Troe and co-workers l4 and with RRKM predictions. An intriguing result of this work is the observation of a step-like dependence of k(E) vs Et near threshold in experiments employing jet-cooled samples. Very recent calculations 15 using variational RRKM theory and cuts in the potential energy surface (PES) in the region near the TS give reasonable agreement with the rate measurements,13 and fit well, on average, our experimental vibrational distributions,11 although significant fluctuations are observed about the statistical expectation.
With vibronic state density Pvib < 1 per cm -1 near dissociation threshold [Do=25 130±2 cm-1 (Refs. [16] [17] [18] ], it mIght appear that N0 2 represents a prototypical system exhibiting restricted IVR. However, there is a strong nonadi81atic interaction via the asymmetric stretching mode which results in a conical intersection of the excited 2 B2 and ground 2AI surfaces near the 2 B2 minimum, giving rise to the extreme complexity of the N0 2 visible absorption spectrum. 19 -23 The effects of this nonadiabatic interaction extend to dissociation threshold, and indeed, vibronic chaos is evident in N0 2 at energies > 16000 cm-1 . 22 ,23 The mode composition of eigenstates closer to Do, where the increased importance of spin-orbit and Coriolis couplings destroy the goodness of vibronic symmetry labels, has been recently examined by Delon et al. 22 confirming the chaotic nature of the strongly mixed 2 B2/2Al eigenstates.20-29 We note that in addition to the 2 B2 state, there are two additional electronic states e BI and 2A 2 ) with origins well below dissociation threshold,24-27 however, it has been shown that eigenstates in the vicinity of Do are predominantly of 2 B2/2AI character, and each molecular eigenstate can be described as a linear combination of many zeroth-order ground state wave functions with random coefficients.20-29 A schematic of the dissociation mechanism of N0 2 which summarizes the known spectroscopic information is shown in Fig. 1 .
As mentioned previously, the NO rotational and vibrational state distributions from the unimolecular decomposition ofN0 2 at .w=0--3038 cm-I are well fit on average by the statistical predictions of PST and variational RRKM theory, respectively, although in each case, significant fluctuations about the statistical expectation are observed. These fluctuations, first observed by Robra et al. just above D o , 16 persist even at Et =3038 cm-1Y We interpret them as arising from the coherent excitation of overlapping resonances and their projection onto final product states via the transition state. 10, 11 In this report, we concentrate on these fluctuations in an attempt to extract more information regarding the statistical nature of and dynamical effects in the photoinitiated unimolecular decomposition of N0 2 , a simple bond-fission reaction that proceeds without a barrier. We note that, in addition to N0 2 , fluctuations of this type have been observed in the photodissociation of another triatomic molecule, CO 2 , 30 In this case, fluctuations observed in the CO rotational distributions following photodissociation at 157.6 nm, C02"-~CO (X 1~)+OeD), are similar to those observed in N0 2 , while the CO v=O and 1 rotational distributions are well described on average by PST.
1O Fluctuations were also observed in the two-photon dissociation of N0 2 to NOell) +oe D).31
Fluctuations in unimolecular decay rates have been seen in an elegant and detailed series of experiments on formaldehyde, a molecule that dissociates over a large barrier via a tight TS. 32 -36 Using Stark level-crossing spectroscopy,33 the fluorescence lifetimes of selected J,K,Mresolved SI rovibronic eigenstates were monitored as the states were Stark tuned across metastable So states, providing eigenstate-resolved unimolecular decay rates. The observed rates and So-S 1 coupling matrix elements varied by over two orders of magnitude for eigenstates differing in energy by fractions of cm -I. In addition, some asymmetric line shapes were observed in Stark level-crossing spectra of D 2 CO, and were interpreted as the manifestation of interference effects due to dissociation through overlapping So resonances coupled to the same set of continuum states. 35 More recently, fluctuations in the CO rotational state distributions have been observed at higher excess energies and shown to arise from projection of several excited So resonances onto the final state manifold via the vibrational levels of the tight TS.36 In this case, the decomposition rates are well described on average by the RRKM theory,32 while product distributions are determined by the exitchannel interactions beyond the barrier. 36
The observation of fluctuations in reactions proceeding via a compound nucleus is a common phenomenon in nuclear physics. 37 --40 In fact, fluctuations in product state populations were predicted by Ericson before they were observed experimentally40 and are commonly referred to as "Ericson fluctuations.,,37,39 They arise from the cohere~t excitation of overlapping resonances in the compound nucleus and are expected when the density of final states is small and the excitation energy is well defined.
In the field of unimolecular reactions, for which the concepts of an activated molecule and a TS are central precepts of transition state theories,41 it has long been recognized that resonance-scattering theory may be used to describe reaction rates. 42 ,43 The resonances in S -matrix theory correspond exactly to states of the activated complex in transition state theories. Most rigorous treatments have either assumed that states of the activated complex do not overlap,43 or an average over the interferences is taken to obtain the statistical outcome.
44 For example,Mies and Krauss have shown that the common expression for thermal unimolecular reaction rates as described by traditional statistical theories can be obtained when starting from the theory of overlapping resonances and averaging out the interference effects.
44 An average over the interferences is justified when the number of initial levels is large (e.g., in room temperature experiments) and the number of accessible final states is also large. However, when the experimental averaging is minimized (e.g., for a small set of initial states, few final states and monoenergetic excitation), effects due to these interferences may be manifest. Our experiments fall into this latter category.
In this paper, we examine more closely fluctuations in the NO rotational distributions and their implications to the statistical description of the decomposition. Preliminary results utilizing both one-photon and doubleresonance infrared/visible photofragment yield (PHO-FRY) spectra have recently been reported 45 and show a marked sensitivity of the spectra to the monitored NO state. We report here detailed rotational state distributions and one-photon photofragment yield (PHOFRY) spectra which allow comparisons among the partial cross sections for formation of NO in specific rovibrational (v,J) , spinorbit (n), and A-doublet states and probe in more depth the correlations previously observed. 11, 45 The outline of the paper is as follows: Sec. II briefly describes the experimental techniques used to obtain NOell) product state distributions and PHOFRY spectra. In Sec. III, we present the main results of this work, which consist of (1) the correlation observed among fluctuation patterns in the rotational distributions obtained for separate NO A-doublet states; (2) the strong correlation among rotational state distributions in the NO 2ll1/2' 2ll3/2 spin-orbit manifolds; and (3) correlations among PHOFRY spectra sorted by total angular momentum, electronic parity, total parity, spin-orbit and the vibrational state labels of the monitored NO rovibrational levels. Section IV discusses the results within the framework of statistical theories in terms of overlapping resonances, vibrational levels of the TS, decomposition rates, and the evolution of the different NO degrees of freedom via the TS.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The experimental apparatus and methodologies have been previously discussed in detai1. I1 ,46 Briefly, an equal mixture of N0 2 /0 2 in He (typically 1%-5%) at total pressures of 600-760 Torr is expanded into an octagonal vacuum chamber (base pressure 2x 10-6 Torr) using a piezoelectrically actuated pulsed nozzle (0.5 mm diam. orifice, 180 [.Ls pulse width). The free jet is crossed -15 mm downstream of the orifice at 90° by collinear and counterpropagating photolysis and probe laser beams, each generated by separate excimer pumped tunable dye laser systems. The photolysis and probe beams are linearly polarized in a direction orthogonal to the axis of the detector. For photolysis, tunable radiation in the range ..1.=398-358 nm is generated using the dyes QUI (398-370 nm) and . Typical pulse energies are 3-9 mJ in a 3 mm diam. beam. For photolysis at 354.7 nm, the third harmonic of a Nd:Y AG laser is used, which has a larger bandwidth than the excimer pumped dye laser system (i.e., -2 vs -0.5 cm-I ). Probe radiation in the range ..1.=220-230 nm is generated by frequency doubling the probe dye laser fundamental (C450, C460) in a BBO crystal. Nascent NOellI/2, 2ll3/2; v, J) fragments are detected by one-photon laser induced fluorescence (LIF) on the diagonal bands of the well-known r system 47 at a typical photolysis-probe delay of 200 ns. The fluorescence is imaged by a three lens telescope through a "solar blind" (Corion, 300 nm, 85 nm bandpass) filter onto a photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu RUI66H), which is oriented at 90° to both the axis of the jet and of the laser beams. The photomultiplier tube (PMT) signal is digitized by a digital storage oscilloscope and recorded by a PC, which controls data acquisition and laser frequency stepping.
~
Two types of experiments were carried out. In the first arrangem.ent, the photolysis laser frequency was fixed at a specific energy above the N0 2 dissociation threshold in the range Itt =0-3038 cm-I and the probe laser frequency then scanned over the (0,0) and (1, 1) bands of the r system. The probe pulse energy was attenuated to < 3 [.LJ (-5 mm beam diam.) to avoid saturation of the stronger rotational branches of the r system. 11 Internal state distributions of the NO fragment were obtained by converting the observed LIF intensities to populations in the manner previously described. 11 In the second experimental arrangement, the probe laser frequency was tuned to excite a specific NO rovibrational transition in one spin-orbit manifold and the photolysis laser frequency scanned to obtain the yield spectrum for dissociation into the monitored state, which we term photofragment yield (PHOFRY) spectra. In this arrangement, higher probe pulse energies were used since saturation effects were not important.
III. RESULTS
A. Correlation of fluctuations in the rotational state distributions of the NOelln; 0=1/2,3/2) fragment
As an example of the fluctuations observed in NO rotational distributions from the photoinitiated decomposition of N0 2 , we show in Fig. 2 NO ell 1/2) rotational distributions from N0 2 photolysis at excess energies gt =400, 2061, 2200, and 3038 cm-I, respectively, displayed as Boltzmann plots [i.e., In(rotational state population/ degeneracy) vs rotational energy]. In each figure, the populations of the two A-doublet levels (notated A' and A") for each rotational level are plotted separately, and the error bars, while not shown, are on the order of the symbol size. Also shown in each figure is the distribution predicted by PST, as detailed in a previous articleY Prominent fluctuations about the statistical prediction of PST are clearly observed at all Et, and inspection of the fluctuation patterns observed in the separate A-doublet level distributions reveal a consistent correlation at the majority of excess energies examined. As a result, summing over the A-doublet level populations does not, at most energies, yield a distribution much more consistent with a PST prediction.
1I
The rotational distributions obtained for the two NO spin-orbit states also exhibit pronounced similarities. Examples are shown in Fig. 3 , which displays NOell1/2) and NOCZll3/2) rotational distributions at the same excess energies, summed over A-doublet levels. Prominent fluctuations in each distribution are observed, yet the fluctuation patterns at each energy are quite similar for the two spinorbit states. Furthermore, in most cases, the distributions for the 2ll3/2 state are shifted with respect to the 2lll/2 distribution, usually by one rotational quantum to lower J. This observation is particularly evident when comparing the separate A-doublet distributions of each spin-orbit o (a) . 391.70; (b) 367.77; (c) 365.90; and (d) 354.7 nm. In each figure, the distributions of the two A-doublet levels are plotted separately, and also shown (solid line) is the distribution predicted by phase space theory (PST). state (Fig. 4) . We note that for the NO 2ll l /2(F l ) and 2ll 3 / 2 (F 2 ) states, J=N + 1/2 and N -1/2, respectively (N is the sum of the nuclear rotational angular momentum and A = 1). The observation of a shift in the rotational distribution of the 2ll3/2 state by one to lower J thus reflects structures in the distributions which depend similarly on the value of N. It is the good reproduction of the fluctuation patterns in the two spin-orbit manifolds which allows comparison of PHOFR Y spectra obtained by monitoring either 2lll/2 or 2ll3/2 rovibronic levels (see below). As shown previously,l1 the total NO ell 1/2)INO ell 3 /2) ratio is remarkably constant over the full range of excess energies examined, with production of the ground NOell1/ 2 ) state consistently favored by a factor of -3. We will elaborate on the possible source(s) of this non- statistical spin-orbit state distribution in a later section; however, we note here that this is not an unusual observation. Nonstatistical spin-orbit state populations have been observed in many unimolecular decompositions, even when other level distributions (rotational, vibrational, etc.) are well described by statistical models.
IA8
A final correlation concerns the rotational distributions for different NO vibrational levels (i.e., v=O vs v= 1).II Specifically, at a given excess energy in the range
W=1876-3038 cm-
I we observe no correlation in either the presence or structure of fluctuation patterns in the rotational distributions for the two NO vibrational levels. An example is shown in Fig. 5 , which displays NO ell 1/2) rotational distributions (summed over A-doublet levels) and the PST predictions for v=O and 1, respectively, at
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FIG. 4. Rotational state distributions of the NO(2rr l /2,v=0) and NOeII3/2,v=O) fragments following N0 2 photolysis at excess energies (W) of (a) and (b) 2061; and (c) 3038 em-I. In this figure, the rotational distributions of the individual A-doublet levels of the two spinorbit states are shown. Note the consistent shift of the 2II3/2 distribution with respect to that in the zrrl/ Z state.
erage are clearly observed in the v=o distribution, while the.v= 1 distribution more closely follows the PST prediction. The significance of this observation will be discussed in Sec. IV B.
B. Product state fluctuations as probed by photofragment yield (PHOFRY) spectroscopy
To gain a better understanding of the fluctuations in the NO rotational distributions and further investigate the correlations described above and their dependence on Et, we turned to the examination of PHOFRY spectra. We have previously reported some one-photon 11 and twophoton infrared/visible PHOFRY spectra 45 at Et <2800 cm -1. These spectra are highly structured at all energies, with prominent peaks of 4-100 cm- . appearance thresholds. Notice that the two spectra are quite different, as was also shown by other workers_ 16 ,49,50 Structured PHOFRY spectra have also been obtained at Et =0-2170 cm-1 by monitoring the yield ofOep) (Ref. 12); however, a marked loss of structure was observed with increasing W. Miyawaki et aL assumed this loss of structure to be due solely to an increase in lifetime broadening as the dissociation time scale decreased with increasing excess energy. However, our NO PHOFRY spectra are still highly structured at W ~2800 cm-1 (cf. Fig. 6 ), and other workers have observed structured spectra up to Et ;::::4500 cm-1
• 50 Moreover, although the dissociation time scale at Et = 2800 cm -1 is < 200 fs, corresponding to a homogeneous lifetime broadening of > 25 cm-1 ,13,14 some narrower features are observed. Since pronounced differences in the NO PHOFR Y spectra are observed when monitoring different NO(v,J) levels and each oxygen spinorbit state necessarily correlates with a wide range of NO(v,J) states, the loss of structure observed in the OeP j ) PHOFRY spectra is easily understood. For detailed investigation of the nature of the structures observed in the PHOFRY spectra, we concentrated on the region Et =2150-2450 cml (see Fig. 6 ) and obtained a series of PHOFRY spectra by monitoring selected NO rotational levels in the 2IIl/2 and 2II3/2 manifolds of both v=o and 1. To examine correlations among the obtained spectra, we compared them on the basis of A-doublet level (electronic parity), total NO parity, and total angular momentum. In addition, we examined PHO-FRY spectra of J NO levels both below and above the transition from Hund's case (a) to case (b) , which occurs at -J NO = 15.5. 51 We begin with the more obvious correlations observed in comparing PHOFRY spectra for different NO(v,J) levels. First, as observed at lower Et by utilizing infrared/ visible double-resonance PHOFRY spectroscopy,45 a correlation based on total angular momentum of the monitored NO levels exists. Shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7 (b) are pairs of PHOFRY spectra which illustrate that when comparing spectra obtained by monitoring levels of similar total angular momentum, good correlation is seen in the positions and relative intensities of the spectral features. However, noticeable differences are observed when comparing the different pairs of spectra, and thus levels widely separated in rotational quanta (i.e., J= 11.5 vs 25.5). This result corresponds to the fluctuation patterns obtained in the NO rotational distributions (Figs. 2 and 3 and Ref. 11), which typically exhibit structures of width on the order of several J's. It thus appears that an intrinsic correlation exists between levels of similar total angular momentum and specific resonances in the excited molecule. We should note here that not all PHOFRY spectra for levels of similar total angular momentum display as good a correlation as those shown in Fig. 7 , and in some cases, more subtle effects are observed (see below).
The correlations (or lack thereof) of the spectra shown in Fig. 7 are quite obvious; however, such is not always the case, and thus for the remainder of this paper we will employ an index to represent the correlation of specific NO(v,J) PHOFRY spectra based on an autocorrelation analysis. As discussed by Shaw et al, 52 an autocorrelation function [R(€)] may be defined by the following functional form:
where N represents the number of independent final states for a given channel, E is a variable energy increment, and r represents the coherence width. We have obtained autocorrelation traces for specific PHOFR Y spectra which typically show symmetric Lorentzian-like traces, and in addition are sometimes highly structured. We have not attempted to fit these autocorrelation traces to the functional form of Eq. (1), since, as discussed by Mies,53 in the case of coherently excited overlapping resonances r is not the average decomposition lifetime. As we will later show, the photoinitiated unimolecular reaction of N0 2 in the energy region of these PHOFR Y spectra is characterized by coherent excitation of overlapping molecular eigenstates. We have found that sharp resonance structures are directly reflected as structures on the profiles of the autocorrelation traces. A comparison of the correlation functions for different PHOFRY spectra thus provides a measure of similarities ( or differences) in the resonances observed in each spectrum. Following Shaw et al. 52 we have chosen to define a normalized correlation index R~(E) between the PHOFRY spectra obtained when monitoring final states i and j as
Ri/E)Ri(E) R/E)Ri(E) ,
- (2) where Ri/E) represents the conventional cross-correlation function for pairs of PHOFRY spectra of levels i,j; and Ri(E) is the autocorrelation function as previously described. To produce an index which is symmetric about the peak of the correlation function, we have squared the inherently asymmetric cross-correlation function. This index is unity for spectra which are perfectly correlated, but for spectra which exhibit differences in resonance structures, the index fluctuaJes but is still centered about the ideal value. To illustrate this index, Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) display the correlation indices for the pairs of PHOFRY spectra shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), respectively. As expected, the index for each pair is flat and consistently close to unity. In contrast, a clear lack of correlation is shown in panel 8 (c) , which compares the spectra of Fig. 7 (a) vs 7 (b) . We -emphasize thatthe label "channel no." of the x axis in Fig. 8 is an arbitrary unitless bin number, which for a single correlation function would represent a specific energy increment, and there is no correlation between the channel number and the location of the x axis in the PHO-FRY spectra. We have found this type of correlation index to be insensitive to the exact normalization of the spectra. For the remainder of this paper, when comparing PHOFR Y spectra we will not plot the correlation index, but only give the root-mean-square value of its deviation from unity, i.e., (3) where CI represents the correlation index for one pair of PHOFR Y spectra. The range of CInns value for the spectra compared in this paper is 0.009-0.098, with the higher 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 Channel No. (b) 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 Channel No. In addition to a correlation based on total angular momentum, an important correlation involves NO(v,J) levels in different vibrational manifolds (i.e., v=O vs V= 1) .45 Shown in Fig. 9 is a pair of representative PHOFR Y spectra which compare v=O and 1 levels of similar total angular momentum. Much poorer correlation (CI nns =0.086) is observed in this comparison than for levels within a single vibrational manifold. As a further check, we examined PHOFRY spectra for rotational levels of v=O and V= 1 at the same NO rovibrational energy [i.e. (v=O, J=34.5) vs  (v"'; ;-Cj=10.5)], which are displayed in Fig. 10 . Poor correlation (CI rms =O.077) is observed in this comparison, as well as in other spectra of this kind. The weak correlation of the u=O and u= 1 PHOFRY spectra on the basis of either angular momentum or total energy reflects a degree of vibrational adiabaticity indicative of the separate evolution of vibrational and rotational motions in the unimolecular decomposition (see Sec. IV).
We have also observed subtle correlations, based on parity and spin-orbit level, which require more detailed inspection. Welge and co-workers have observed parity oscillations at low Et, where only Oe P2) is populated. 16 However, at higher energies, each NO fragment can correlate with three 0 e P j ) states, therefore conservation of total parity does not dictate the need for preferential population of levels of a specific parity in NO. Displayed in Figs. 11-13 are pairs of PHOFRY spectra obtained by monitoring NO(u=O) rotational levels in the range J=9.5-11.5. and the same electronic parity (Le., the same A-doublet level), but different total parity. CIrms values for these spectra are 0.075, 0.062, and 0.057, respectively. All spectra show a prominent, highly structured feature of width 80-100 cm-1 (FWHM), much larger than the expected single resonance width in this energy region of _ 20 cm -1.13,14 In addition, the shape and width of the prominent central feature changes noticeably in the spectra,although certain structures of common origin are clearly discernible.
The correlations of the pairs of PHOFRY spectra displayed in Figs. 11 (a) -11 ( c ) should be contrasted with those shown in Figs. 7(a) and 12, which compare NO rovibronic levels of different electronic parity (Le., different A-doublet levels), but the same total parity. These figures show an obvious correlation in the shape of the prominent central feature, which again is highly structured with a width of -100 cm-1 (FWHM). The agreement of the (Fig. 12 ). This good agreement is independent of whether the compared levels are in the same or different spin-orbit manifolds, consistent with the pronounced similarity of the rotational distributions for the two spin-orbit states. II F:rom a comparison of Fig. 11 with Figs. 7(a) and 12, it appears that better correlation is observed on the basis of total rather than electronic parity of the monitored NO levels. To continue comparisons based on parity, displayed in Figs. 13(a)-13(c) are three pairs of spectra obtained by monitoring levels of the same electronic and total parity. C1nns values for these spectra are 0.032, 0.026, and 0.074, respectively. These spectra exhibit a prominent central feature which in the Q22(10.5) PHOFRY spectrum is clearly resolved into at least two peaks [ Fig. 13 (b) ], and may be compared with the pair shown in Fig. 14 , which compares spectra for levels of different electronic and total parity (CI nns =0.098). No firm conclusions can be drawn from these spectra regarding possible correlations based on parity.
In a similar manner, we examined correlations in NO(v=O,J) PHOFRY spectra in the range J No =24.5-26.5, above the transition to Hund's case (b) . In the case (b) limit, each A-doublet level corresponds to a preferred orientation of the electron density of the lone 1T electron with respect to the plane of nuclear rotation. 51 The observation of a nonstatistical A-doublet level distribution can, for a fast dissociation from a planar transition state, reveal detailed stereochemical information. 51 However, in the NO rotational distributions there is no obvious and consistent bias favoring a particular A-doublet level,l1 an observation we wished to examine further by inspecting PHOFRY spectra of levels of differing A-doublet origin in the case (b) limit. . These-transitions access NO rovibrational levels of the same electronic and total parity.
obtained by monitoring NO(v=O, in both the 2IIl/2 and 2II3/2 manifolds. Figure 15 displays such a pair obtained by monitoring levels of the same total parity, but different electronic parity (A-doublet level). In each spectrum, prominent features are observed which are well reproduced, with the largest peak occurring at gt ~2310 cm-I . This feature is quite narrow (FWHM~20 cm-
yet obviously asymmetric. Following the result obtained from the lower J NO PHOFR Y spectra, we may compare Fig. 15 with Fig. 16 , which displays a pair of PHOFRY spectra accessing levels of the same electronic parity (the same A-doublet level), but different total parity. Again, several intense features are observed, with the largest occurring at Et ~ 2310 cm -I and clearly resolved in the R I1 (25.5) PHOFRY spectrum as two features. Unlike the lower J NO spectra [e.g., Figs. 7(a), 11, and 12], the correlation of these spectra (Cl rms =0.049) is not dramatically different from that of those shown in Fig. 15 ( C1rms =0.033). The spectra shown in Fig. 7 (b) were obtained by mon- and R zz (11.5) transitions of the (0,0) band of the NO r system (CI nn , =0.098). These transitions access NO rovibrational levels of different electronic and total parity. itoring levels of the same electronic and total parity (Cl rms =0.(09), while Fig. 17 displays two spectra obtained by monitoring levels of different electronic and total parity (Cl rms =0.02l). It is important to note that all of the PHOFRY spectra displayed in Figs. 7(b) and 15-17 have features in common. Nevertheless, it is apparent that the best correlation is observed for the pair of spectra shown in Fig. 7(b) , which almost identically reproduce the widths and shapes of the observed structures, if not relative intensities. To explain this observation, we remember that as previously mentioned, the rotational distributions of the 2II1/2 and 2II3/2 spin-orbit states at a given excess ~nergy exhibit remarkable similarity; with a consistent ShIft observed of the 2II3/2 distribution, usually by one quantum to lower J (Fig. 4) . This suggests the existence of a 2II1/2 (J) , 2II3/2 (J -1) correlation (Le., a direct correlation based on N), which should be observable also in the PHOFR Y spec- tra and might explain the good correlation of the spectra shown in Fig. 7 (b) . To examine this possibility, we obtained, by monitoring the Qll (J=25.5; N =25) and QdJ =26.5; N=27) (Le., aJ=+l; aN=2) transitions of the NO(O,O) band, the pair of spectra shown in Fig. 18 . Like the spectra shown in Fig. 7 (b) , these transitions access levels of the same total and electronic parity. However, a comparison of these PHOFRY spectra reveals noticeable differences in the widths, shapes, and positions of several of the observed features, particularly in the energy region Et -2170-2370 cm-t. It is apparent that the correlation of these spectra (Cl rms =0.029) is not as good as that of those shown in Fig. 7 (b) (CI rms =0.OO9), suggesting that the 2II t /2(J), 2II 3 / 2 (J-l) correlation observed in the rotational distributions is also evidenced in PHOFRY spectra. To summarize the results obtained from the NO(v,J) PHOFRY spectra, strong correlations are observed for NO rovibronic levels of similar total angular momenta in the same vibrational manifold. Within these correlations, it appears that at lower J NO ' better correlation is observed for spectra of levels of different electronic parity (Le., different A-doublet levels) and the same total parity than for levels of the same electronic and different total parity. This effect is not observed in the higher J NO PHOFRY spectra, and we have not seen such effects in double-resonance PHO-FRY spectra obtained at lower Et.45This observation may therefore be fortuitous. For the higher J NO PHOFRY spectra, the best correlation is observed for 2llI/ 2 (J), 2ll 3/2 (J -1) [Le., the same N) pairs of levels, reflecting the strong similarity of the rotational distributions for the two spinorbit states.
IV. DISCUSSION

A. The existence of overlapping resonances and the origin of linewidths in the photofragment yield spectra
We may describe the photoinitiated unimolecular reaction of N0 2 as occurring via the following sequence of events:
where N01(A 2 , Jo,P') is a rovibronic state of mixed X 2 A 1/4 2 B2 electronic character (> 80% X 2 A 1 character), Noi represents the TS, and the parent ground and excited states are labeled by the conserved representations of total spin-rovibronic symmetry (A 1 .A 2 ), total angular momentum (Jo), and parity (P). In this picture, a single excited molecular eigenstate will project onto the manifold _of fraglllent states via the vibrational levels of the TS. When one or more eigenstates overlap within their widths, they will be coherently excited and the resulting interference must be taken into account.
An examination of the N0 2 fluorescence excitation spectrum below Do, which may be used as a lower bound estimation of the state density,13 reveals a significant degree of congestion, with -two rovibronic levels observed per cm -1 Y A larger density of states (~4 levels/ cm -1) has recently been determined from a higher resolution (Le., 0.05 cm-I ) spectrum taken in the range 0-5 cm-I below Do.49 However, as may be observed in the lower resolution spectra taken by the same workers,12 this small region corresponds to a dense clump of transitions and thus may not accurately reflect the average state density above Do. From real-time measurements of the decomposition rate, 13, 14 we can estimate a linewidth contribution from lifetime broadening which ranges from < 1 cm -1 near threshold to > 20 cm-1 at Et =2200 cm-I . Using the average rovibronic state density estimated from the lower resolution excitation spectrum, we note that the average decay width ( > 5 cm-1 for )J;t > 400 cm -1) is larger than the average spacing of the eigenstates «0.5 cm -1) corresponding to the regime of overlapping resonances (Le., (0 > (1/ p) ). Visual comparisons of the recent high-resolution excitation spectrum obtained just below Do and the PHOFRY spectra obtained just above threshold by monitoring NO in J=0.5 and 1.5 (see Fig. 4 of Ref. 49) show clearly that the density of peaks actually decreases above threshold. Since the density of states does not abruptly diminish and many of the peaks above Do exhibit a 'substantial broadening with respect to the corresponding peaks below Do, it is clear that the picture of overlapping resonances is valid even near threshold.
On the average, we expect to coherently excite several overlapped rovibronic resonances, which may interfere. As shown by Mies, 53 there is no simple relationship between the width of an observed resonance and the average decomposition lifetimes for overlapped eigenstates coupled to the same continuum. This is due to couplings among the eigenstates induced by their mutual interaction with the continuum, which give rise to shifts in peak positions as well as variations in their widths and shapes. As shown before,53 the widths of the structures are determined by the phase angle, and narrow structures in absorption may appear even when the average decomposition lifetime is very short. The width of a resonance can be identified with a single-exponential decay rate only in the case of isolated resonances. We note that overlapping resonances were observed as asymmetric bands or varying width in the decomposition of formaldehyde. 35
In addition to effects from overlapping resonances, the peaks observed in PHOFRY spectra may be broadened by incoherent superpositions and correlations among the states of the fragments. Due to incomplete rotational cooling in the jet (T rot -5 K), incoherent excitation of levels originating from several rotational levels of N0 2 is possible, and the superposition of peaks may result in broadening. In addition, at excess energies above the thresholds for formation of the higher spin-orbit states of oxygen, an average cross section into all OeP j ) states is obtained e~en when monitoring a single NO state. Since the distribution of the OeP j ) states correlated with a single NO state is unknown, these spectra cannot be deconvoluted. Recall that many of the PHOFRY spectra show peak positions and shapes that depend sensitively on the monitored product level. If each NO(v,n,A,J) +OeP j ) pair is associated with a slightly different PHOFRY spectrum for each OeP j ) component, the observed peaks may be broadened by the summation over spectra corresponding to all 0 ( 3 P j ) components. A clear example of this effect is revealed in the work of Miyawaki et al., 12 who obtained PHOFRY spectra by monitoring a single 0 e P) component, and thus summed over numerous NO (v,n,A,J) states. These spectra are much broader than those obtained in the present work by monitoring selected NO (v,n,A;J) states, each correlating with at most three OeP j ) levels.
Due to effects from overlapping resonances, incoherent superpositions, and fragment correlations, one must view with skepticism the extraction of lifetime information from the widths of even isolated structures in state-selected PHOFRY spectra (see also Sec. IV C).
B. NO energy distributions, PHOFRY spectral correlations, and transition states
We now proceed to inspect more closely the product state distributions and, in particular, to examine how the fluctuations and oscillatory structures may yield information regarding the TS and its dependence on the NO degree of freedom and the excess energy. In a previous publication we concluded, based on the application of the SSE/PST method, that the vibrations in the NO fragment become adiabatic before rotations do soY This result is confirmed by the observation that the fluctuation patterns in the rotational distributions of the two vibrational manifolds are uncorrelated (see Figs An intriguing correlation involves the similar oscillation patterns in the NO 2lI112 and 2lI3/2 rotational distributions observed at all excess energies examined (Figs. 3 and 4 and Ref. 11 ). This result is related to the strong correlation of the PHOFRY spectra of 2lI l /2(J), 2lI 3 / 2 (J -1) (i.e., the same N) pairs, and suggests that the NO rotational states become adiabatic before the spin-orbit state distribution is fixed. This is not surprising, since the Oep) +NOelIl/2,2lI3/2) system has important longrange electrostatic interactions, such as the dipolequadrupole and quadrupole-quadrupole, which may be important in irtducing nonadiabatic transitions between different asymptotic fine-structure levels. 54 A comparison of the NO rotational distributions with PST predictions indeed suggests that long-range attractive forces are important in the Oep)+NOelI) system.IO,ll Nonadiabatic transitions between the surfaces correlating asymptotically with NO 2lI112 and 2lI3/2 may occur favorably at relatively large o-NO separations,54 after the product rotational and vibrational states have become adiabatic. The dependence of the fluctuation patterns on N may reflect the weakness of the coupling of the NO electronic spin to either the NO internuclear axis [in Hund's case (a)], or to its rotational vector [in Hund's case (b) ]. Thus, an external influence such as the fields associated with the adjacent oxygen atom may keep the spin de~oupled from the NO nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom until the asymptotic region is reached, where the coupling of the spin to the NO nuclear and electronic coordinates determines its final spin-orbit state.
We observe NO 2lI112/2lI3/2 ratios that are colder than statistical at all excess energies examined, with production of the 2IT 112 state consistently favored by a factor of -3,u
The spin-orbit state distribution of the OeP j ) fragment at Et <2000 cm -I was also observed to be consistently colder than statistical, and in addition, the ratios oscillated with Et.12 For the related Oe P) + OH elI 1/2,3/2) system, Graff and Wagner showed that at low collision energies, an adiabatic capture model results in smaller reaction cross sections for excited fine-structure surfaces,54 since those surfaces are less attractive than the ground surface. Coupled with microscopic reversibility, the adiabatic correlations of the PESs for different asymptotic fine-structure levels suggest that cold spin-orbit distributions may in some cases be inherently expected, at least at low Et. We note that the largest energy gap between neighboring surfaces in the asymptotic region in N0 2 decomposition is that between the ground [Oep 2 ) +NO(2lII/ 2 )] and first excited [Oep 2 ) . +NOCZlI 3 / 2 )] surfaces (123 cm-I ). If the ground surface is more attractive, this splitting would not decrease significantly (and indeed might increase) at shorter O-NO separations, making the probability for nonadiabatic transitions between the ground and excited fine structure surfaces relatively small and thus favoring a cold spinorbit state distribution. We note that a quantitative prediction of the products' spin-orbit distributions is difficult since the long-range potentials are not well known and the final spin-orbit ratios may be determined by a combination of long-range electrostatic interactions, curve crossings, and interference effects. 55
The oscillatory structures in the NO product state distributions can be understood by considering the scattering of molecular resonances into specific final states via the TS.42,44 The PHOFRY spectra evidence fluctuations in the shapes, positions, and widths of the observed resonances, both when monitoring a single NO (v,J,n,A) level and when comparing spectra obtained by monitoring different levels. 10 ,ll,16,45,49 The interference effects that may account for many of the observed spectral structures of varying widths and shapes (i.e., the resonances reflect the phases and the strengths of coupling of the overlapped molecular eigenstates)53 are probably not responsible for the prominent structures in the rotational distributions. The excited molecule evolves into products in 5-0.2 ps at Et < 3000 cm -I and, since some IVR has to occur for sufficient energy to accumulate in the reaction coordinate, the initial coherence that produces the observed resonances will be largely lost prior to dissociation. However, once at the TS, the system must proceed to products on the time scale of a vibrational period, and therefore structures that originate at the TS are more likely to survive. For example, if the TS has levels with bending-like character, the mapping of these levels into angular momentum states of the products may produce oscillatory structures. Such structures have been predicted for fast dissociations 56-59 and observed experimentally in the photodissociation of CINO, FNO, and H 2 0. 60,6 1 In these cases, a single TS wave function was expanded in terms of free rotor wave functions, and the rotational distributions exhibited oscillatory structures reminiscent of harmonic oscillator wave functions and their nodes. 59 ,61 In contrast, in unimolecular reactions, usually more than one TS level is populated and each fragment state can be formed via more than one zeroth-order wave function of the TS. This Gan lead to interference, resulting in additional structures and loss of correspondence between the observed oscillatory structures in the rotational distributions and a specific TS zeroth-order wave function.
Careful inspection of the patterns of fluctuations in the rotational distributions as a function of Et reveals that for the majority of the v=o and 1 distributions, the appearance of the structures changes qualitatively with increasing Et. Near their respective appearance thresholds, the distributions obtained for each NO A-doublet component are less structured and, following summation of the two A-doublet states, the fluctuations are largely suppressed and a reasonable agreement with PST is obtained. ll ,16,49 This behavior is consistent with the suggestion that near the energetic threshold of each NO vibrational level, the TS is still very loose (Le., PST-like) and can be described with a basis set of free-rotor wave functions. Mappings of such unhindered rotor wave functions will lead to a rather uniform sampling of phase space and less structured rotational distributions. However, when Et is increased, larger . oscillations are observed, which are not significantly diminished by summing over the different A-doublet components (see Fig. 5 and Ref. 11) . When the TS tightens, mappings of its bending-like basis functions onto final rotational states may give rise to prominent structures and result in less uniform sampling of the available phase space. Thus, our results suggest that each fragment vibration evolves adiabatically, and the TS for each vibration becomes tighter as the excess energy increases. Notice also that each resonance in the PHOFRY spectrum, which is composed of several overlapping molecular eigenstates of highly mixed character, will project randomly onto the various accessible levels of the TS, and thus structures in the NO rotational distributions may vary greatly with small changes in photolysis wavelength; however, on the average, this random projection leads to statistical behavior.
We still need to explain why different peak positions and shapes are often observed in the PHOFR Y spectra of different NO(v,J) levels, a behavior that has also been observed near D O • 16 ,49 We suggest that the key is the different parentage of each NO final state, which may originate from a slightly different set of TS levels, in turn arising via projections from a different subset of overlapping molecular eigenstates. Since the position, shape, and width of the observed resonances depend on the number, amplitudes, and phases of the overlapping eigenstates that correlate with the monitored final state (Le., continuum), it is not surprising that the spectra vary when different final states are monitored. However, similar J's may derive predominantly from a similar set of TS levels and therefore sample a similar set of molecular eigenstates. Therefore, their PHOFRY spectra will usually show greater similarities than· those obtained when monitoring very different J's.
In summary, the interference among overlapping eigenstates increases IVR, since each resonance is an admixture of several already strongly mixed eigenstates. The random projection of these resonances onto the accessible TS levels may explain the success of statistical theories in describing, on the average, the NO product state distributions. However, mappings of TS wave functions, including the interferences resulting from projections through multiple TS levels into each final state, may be responsible for the fluctuations and oscillatory structures, and thus the deviations from statistical behavior.
lJ The differences observed in the PHOFRY spectra of different NO(v,J) levels are ascribed to differences in the composition of the molecular eigenstates initially sampled, in that different final states sample a different set of molecular eigenstates whose interference gives rise to the different resonance structures seen in the PHOFR Y spectra.
C. Comparisons to other results and implications to unimolecular reaction rates
The picture of N0 2 decomposition that emerges from the product state distributions and the PHOFRY spectra involves a TS that is very loose (PST-like) near the thresholdfQr the formation of each NO(v) state, but tightens progressively as Et increases. Such a picture is in accord with otlier unimolecular reactions proceeding without a barrier [e.g., CH 2 CO(So) and NCNO(So)],1,2,4 where the dissociation rates agree with PST predictions near the threshold for each product vibration, but deviate at higher Et. As previously mentioned, real-time measurements of N0 2 decomposition rates by Wittig and co-workers agree with RRKM predictions and, in addition, reveal a step-like behavior of keEl vs Et above threshold. 13 In that work, the steps (separated by -100 cm -I) were interpreted as the sequential opening of bending-like vibrational levels of the transition state. In contrast, Miyawaki et al. have recently observed NO(J=0.5) high-resolution PHOFRY spectra at the threshold which appear to spectrally broaden when NO(J= 1.5) becomes energetically allowed, implying a very loose TS near threshold (Le., the TS levels can be described as NO free-rotor states).49 This is not surprising, since a behavior that agrees with PST has been observed in CH 2 CO(So) dissociation near threshold by using time independent methods, 2 while time-resolved measurements showed deviations from PST at Et> 70 cm -I. 4 In NCNO, another molecule that dissociates without a barrier, the agreement of time-resolved measurements with PST persists for several hundred wave numbers above Do.4 Thus, previous results on molecules dissociating without a barrier show that the TS tightens with increasing energy, but the degree of tightening is apparently controlled by the shape of the PES. The steps observed in the real-time measurements of N0 2 may thus indicate that the TS moves in very quickly with increasing energy. This interpretation agrees with recent variational RRKM calculations on N0 2 that show step-size increases of the rates, with the energy difference between the steps increasing rapidly with increasing Et.15
It should, however, be noted that the absolute value of the decay rate depends sensitively on the value chosen for the density of states above Do. Any uncertainty in this number will influence comparisons with statistical theories. Spectroscopic studies below Do show that the number of observed transitions is not uniform as a function of wavelength, and such nonuniformity will affect the rates and may cause some nonmonotonic behavior as a function of photolysis wavelength. Miyawaki et al. propose that the first step observed in the real time measurements at Et_lOO cm-1 arises from the opening of the excited NO spin-orbit state eII 3 / 2 ).49 However, we have previously shown that the spin-orbit state distribution of the NO fragment is relatively constant and remarkably cold over the energy range Et =0-3000 cm-I, with the ground 2II1/2 state preferred by a factor of -3Y Therefore, it appears unlikely that the doubling of the rate measured at the first step can be attributed to the opening of this minor channel.
A more general issue concerns the time-dependent behavior of dissociating molecules in the regime of overlapping resonances and, in particular, the extraction of timedomain information from widths of resonances in the frequency domain. When overlapped resonances are excited, single-exponential decay rates may not be obtained. Whether the average decay rate obtained in the regime of overlapped resonances conforms to the RRKM rate is still an open question 62 and should be the subject of further experimental and theoretical scrutiny. In particular, narrow features may represent "entrapment" of excitation energy in the bound region due to recrossings and couplings to other bound states via a common continuum,44,62 and broad resonances may give rise to a continuum-like background. Linewidths are usually extracted from narrow resonances, and consequently an average rate smaller than the RRKM value may be obtained. Also, as discussed previously, the linewidths observed in PHOFRY spectra of specific NO (v,J,A,n) states may be broadened by incoherent superposition of lines correlating with the three Oep) states andlor originating from several parent rotational levels. High-resolution PHOFR Y studies using doubleresonance excitation schemes are currently in progress in our lab in order to further address some of these issues. 45 ,63
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper examines fluctuations in the unimolecular reaction of N0 2 , a simple bond-fission reaction that proceeds without a barrier following excitation of overlapped resonances. In particular, it emphasizes the implications of fluctuations in the NO rotational distributions and in line positions, widths, and shapes in the PHOFR Y spectra to the mechanism of decomposition of N0 2 . The results are discussed within the framework of statistical theories. 1 ,2,5,8,32,36,44 The main observations and conclusions are:
(1) The rotational distributions in each NO(v) state show marked oscillatory structures that become more prominent at higher excess energies. The magnitude and shapes of these oscillatory structures vary randomly with Et, and there is no correlation among structures obtained in u=O and 1. No propensity for the formation of one A-doublet state is observed, and summation over the population of the two A-doublet components does not quench the fluctuations, especially at higher Et.
(2) Rotational distributions obtained in the two NO spin-orbit states, 2II1/2 and 2II3/2' show similar oscillatory structures, especially when plotted as a function of N =J ± 1/2. This similarity is also evidenced in the similar PHOFRY spectra obtained by monitoring NO 2II1/2 and 2II3/2 levels of the same N.
(3) The PHOFRY spectra exhibit resonances arising from coherent excitation of overlapping molecular eigenstates. These resonances have shapes and widths that vary with Et; in addition, the peak positions, shapes, and widths of the resonances depend on the monitored NO rovibrationallevel. Interference effects, incoherent superpositions of lines, and fragment correlations must be taken into account when attempting to extract lifetimes from the widths of these spectral features.
( 4) Despite their differences, some PHOFR Y spectra show distinct correlations. Spectra obtained by monitoring NO states of similar angular momentum within each vibrational manifold are strongly correlated, and a good correlation is also observed when monitoring levels of 2II1/2(1) and 2II 3 / 2 (J-1) (i.e., the same N) as described above. This indicates that NO levels of similar angular momentum are correlated with similar sets of resonances [see also item (6)]. In addition, some subtle correlations based on parity may exist.
(5) Our results suggest that the NO vibrational states first become adiabatic, followed by the rotational, and last, the electronic degrees of freedom. A tightening of the rotational TS with increasing Et is also suggested, and the evolution of bending-like TS basis wave functions, excited coherently, into product rotations may be responsible for the oscillatory structures in the NO rotational distributions. The good agreement obtained on the average with the predictions of statistical theories is a manifestation of the highly mixed nature of the excited resonances and their random projections onto levels of the TS.
(6) We suggest that the dependence of the resonance peak positions and widths on the monitored NO level in the PHOFR Y spectra may be related to the different set of coherently overlapping molecular eigenstates that is correlated with each monitored NO(v,J) with a small density of states, but highly mixed molecular eigenstates due to strong vibronic coupling, may fundamentally represent the transition point between statistical and dynamical behavior. The observation of dynamical effects in N0 2 is no doubt helped by the inherent correlation of rovibronic states of the NO ell!}; n = 1/2,3/2) fragment with only three levels, the spin-orbit states, of the OeP j ; j=2,1,0) fragment. Indeed, fluctuations of a similar nature have also been observed in the CO rotational distributions following the 157.6 nm photolysis of CO 2 , 10,30 However, for the uni-molecular decomposition of NCNO which produces two diatoms, correlations among the numerous available states of the fragments are expected to significantly dampen such fluctuations, and may explain why they are not observed in that system. In addition, the higher level density of a system such as NCNO (Pvib-250 per cm-1 near threshold) may average out the fluctuations to a level not detectable experimentally.
Note added in proof. After this paper was submitted, H. Katagiri and S. Kato [J. Chem. Phys. 99, 8805 (1993) ] reported a calculated of the NO spin-orbit state distribution in the photodissociation of N0 2 • Their calculated 21I3/2/21Il/2 ratio of 0.29 for J=3 is remarkably close to our experimental value of -0.3.
